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1 Introduction

Researchers and policy makers have long been interested in the relationship

of demographic changes, capital accumulation and economic growth (see the

literature review in Ehrlich and Lui, 1997). In the more formal approach of

modern-day economics, the Solow (1956) model predicts that an exogenous

increase in the population growth rate decreases steady-state output per

worker (or output per unit of effective labor if there is technological progress)

through the capital dilution effect. On the other hand, this exogenous change

has no effect on output per worker in the Ramsey model (Ramsey, 1928; Cass,

1965), since optimizing individuals respond by decreasing consumption and

increasing saving.

While the Ramsey model with infinitely-lived individuals or dynasties can

be used to examine economic consequences and welfare implications of de-

mographic changes, the overlapping-generations (OLG) model is, arguably,

a better framework to use. The finite life of mortal individuals is most natu-

rally modelled in such a framework, and the interaction of different cohorts’

decisions can be meaningfully studied. However, in two most well-known

OLG models (Diamond’s (1965) two-period model and Blanchard’s (1985)

continuous-time model with age-invariant mortality rates), the demographic

assumptions are made in a tractable but not-so-realistic manner, in order

to focus on other economic factors. Thus, while these models are useful to

analyze issues such as the impact of social security or government debt poli-

cies, they are less suited to analyze economic consequences of demographic

changes.1 In particular, uncertainty in lifetime is not modelled in Diamond

(1965), and people are assumed to live two periods and then die. In Blan-

chard (1985), lifetime uncertainty is modelled, but the assumption of age-

invariant mortality is quite different from the human experience.2 The types

of mortality changes observed in industrial countries in recent years cannot

be meaningfully analyzed in these models.

To allow for a more general demographic structure, some recent articles

(such as Boucekkine et al., 2002; Bommier and Lee, 2003; Echevarria and Iza,

2006; d’Albis, 2007; Heijdra and Romp, 2009; Lau, 2009) consider OLGmod-

els with lifetime uncertainty captured by age-specific mortality rates.3 For

1As demographic (and related labor supply) pattern has been changing quite signif-

icantly in many industrial countries, a lot of researchers are interested in the economic

effects of these changes. See, for example, Cutler et al. (1990) and Boucekkine et al.

(2002).
2See, for example, Figure 1 in Heijdra and Romp (2008).
3Earlier work include Arthur and McNicoll (1977, 1978). Note that we mainly discuss

papers using continuous-time overlapping-generations models since we focus on this type
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the parametric approach to model the human survival function, Boucekkine

et al. (2002), and Echevarria and Iza (2006) use a form based on the exponen-

tial function, Heijdra and Romp (2009) work with the Gompertz-Makeham

specification, and Bruce and Turnovsky (2012) adopt the de Moivre speci-

fication. On the other hand, Bommier and Lee (2003), d’Albis (2007) and

Lau (2009) assume a general mortality pattern. In particular, d’Albis (2007)

uses a general age-specific mortality schedule in an OLG model with neo-

classical production function, and shows that the effect of a fertility increase

on capital accumulation can be positive or negative, in sharp contrast with

the negative relation predicted in Diamond (1965) and Blanchard (1985).

Lau (2009) provides a quantitative assessment of the theoretical predictions

made in d’Albis (2007), and finds that while the ambiguous effects predicted

in his paper are possible, in practice the effects of fertility increases on capital

accumulation are negative for industrial countries.

There are two objectives in this paper. First, d’Albis (2007) and Lau

(2009) examine fertility changes only, and this paper extend their studies

to include mortality changes as well.4 It is obvious that population changes

can be caused by either fertility or mortality factors. On an empirical level,

fertility decline in industrial countries has been very substantial in the last

two centuries: a woman in the nineteenth century on average gave birth

to more than five children in her lifetime, but this number dropped to less

than two in many industrial countries nowadays. Future fertility changes are

likely to be less drastic. On the other hand, mortality decline in industrial

countries continues to happen, especially for senior citizens. Thus, when

considering the economic impact of demographic changes (say, on capital

accumulation), it is also important to consider the effect of mortality changes.

Interestingly, when we generalize the OLGmodel in d’Albis (2007) to consider

both kinds of population changes for industrial countries, we find that an

increase in fertility and a decrease in mortality, while both causing a rise in

the population growth rate, lead to opposite effects on capital accumulation.

Moreover, we consider simultaneous fertility and mortality changes, and find

that the effect on capital accumulation of a mortality change dominates that

of a fertility change. These results indicate the importance of mortality

changes on capital accumulation.

In order to analyze the economic impact of fertility and mortality changes

in a common framework, the second objective of this paper is to present a

of models in this paper. There is also a large literature on discrete-time overlapping-

generations models with general demographic structure. An early example is Auerbach

and Kotlikoff (1987).
4Lau (2009, footnote 1) mentions that population changes considered in that paper and

in d’Albis (2007) refer to fertility changes.
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model with more realistic demographic features. Many continuous-time OLG

models (such as Blanchard, 1985; d’Albis, 2007; Heijdra and Romp, 2009;

Lau, 2009) only assume one stage (working) or two stages (working and re-

tirement) of the economic life cycle. Bommier and Lee (2003, p. 136) argue

that these models “are not capable of representing the most basic feature of

the human economic life cycle: that it begins and ends with periods of de-

pendency, separated by a long intermediate period of consuming less than is

produced.” In studying the consequences of demographic changes, an OLG

model consisting of childhood, working and retirement stages is more appro-

priate than a two-stage model. A more accurate modelling of the human

economic life cycle is particularly important when we consider the quanti-

tative effects of complicated population changes (such as the simultaneous

fertility and mortality changes considered in this paper).

In developing a continuous-time three-stage OLG models, this paper con-

tributes in several aspects. First, instead of relating fertility changes to

changes in the crude birth rate,5 which is commonly used in the literature

but confounds behavioral and age-structure effects, we link fertility changes

to changes in the total fertility rate (TFR). The TFR is defined as the average

number of children who would be born per woman during her reproductive

years, if she survives to the end of her reproductive years. Thus, the TFR

has the advantage of not being affected by the age composition of the popu-

lation. Similarly, we relate mortality changes to changes in life expectancy at

birth, instead of the crude death rate. Second, to overcome the problem that

different mortality changes may lead to the same change in life expectancy,

we use the method based on Lee and Carter (1992) to achieve a one-to-one

correspondence between changes in life expectancy and the empirical changes

in mortality pattern. Third, we show that the equilibrium of the OLG model

without the childhood stage used in d’Albis (2007) and Lau (2009) arises as

a special case of the equilibrium of the three-stage OLG model developed

in this paper, when a parameter determining the number of effective adult

consumers in the household tends to zero.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe an OLGmodel

with realistic demography by incorporating relevant features of age-specific

mortality rates, childhood years and retirement years. In Section 3 we char-

acterize the steady-state equilibrium of the model, and examine its existence

and uniqueness. We study the economic consequences of a pure fertility or

mortality change in this model in Section 4. The framework developed in this

paper allows us to study the impact of simultaneous fertility and mortality

5The crude birth rate (crude death rate, respectively) is usually defined as the number

of births (deaths, respectively) per 1000 people in a given year.
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changes, and we study the relative impact on capital accumulation of fertility

decrease versus longevity increase in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

2 The model

The continuous-time OLG model used in this paper is modified from Blan-

chard (1985). Irrespective of the age of an individual, the exposure risk to

mortality is assumed to be constant in that model. However, it is well known

that the age-invariant mortality specification differs substantially from the

actual mortality pattern. In this paper we depart from the assumption of

age-invariant mortality in Blanchard (1985) and use the actual life table

data. Define the probability that an individual survives to at least age x

as the survival function l (x), where x ∈ [0,Ω] , Ω is the maximum possible

age of an individual, l (0) = 1, and l (Ω) = 0. The survival function based

on the population (men and women combined) of USA in 2005, which is

obtained from the Human Mortality Database (2008), is shown in Figure 1.

The instantaneous mortality rate at age x, μ (x), is related to the decreasing

function l (x) by

μ (x) = − 1

l (x)

dl (x)

dx
. (1)

The corresponding mortality rates (in natural log) at different ages are shown

in Figure 2.

In this paper, we incorporate more realistic demographic features into an

OLG model. In general, at least three types of activities–consumption over

time, fertility, and retirement–should be examined in studying economic

consequences of demographic changes. The modelling of these decisions can

easily become intractable. To facilitate comparison with existing models

and to balance between realism and tractability, the economic aspects of

the model are kept simple and standard while the demographic aspects are

relatively complicated.

First, the average growth rate of output per worker is roughly constant

over a long period of time in industrial countries (Jones, 1995), despite a sub-

stantial change in demographic variables. Thus, we consider a neoclassical

production function with constant rate of exogenous technological progress.

Second, average retirement age in many industrial countries remains roughly

unchanged (or even experiences a mild drop) in the last fifty years, despite

significant improvement in longevity. We do not investigate the reasons of

this phenomenon in this paper, but simply take retirement age to be exoge-

nously fixed. Third, we follow Boucekkine et al. (2002) and d’Albis (2007)

to assume that aggregate output is endogenous, but fertility and mortality
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changes are exogenous.6 While the assumption that changes in aggregate

output (or, more generally, in level of development) and mortality changes

do not affect fertility decisions may not be appropriate for countries in the

early stage of demographic transition, they seem to be more reasonable for

industrial countries which are at a more advanced stage of demographic tran-

sition.

The time line of a cohort s individual’s various activities (up to the max-

imum possible age Ω), in a stylized fashion, is given in Figure 3. From the

time of birth (at time s) to age Tw (at time s+ Tw), an individual is in the

childhood stage and does not have to make economic decisions. The levels of

consumption during these years are determined by her parent. An individual

becomes an adult at age Tw and works from that age until retirement at age

Tr. She also makes consumption decisions from age Tw until the end of her

life. Regarding the parental role, it is assumed that she will give rise to β

babies at age Tf if she survives to that age,
7 and she is responsible for the

children’s consumption from birth to age Tw (corresponding to the parent’s

age from Tf to Tf + Tw) as well.

Parameter β is related to the concept of total fertility rate (TFR) as

follows. With the commonly-used assumption that the male to female ratio

at birth is 1.05, we have

β =
TFR

2.05
. (2)

Denote B (t) as the number of births at time t. Based on the fertility and

mortality descriptions above, it is given by

B (t) = B (t− Tf) l (Tf)β. (3)

Under the assumption that age-specific mortality and fertility rates are time-

invariant, it can be shown that the age distribution of the population is

also time-invariant. In the demographic literature, this is known as a stable

population (Lotka, 1939).8 Let n be the constant growth rate of the number

6Since the focus of this paper is economic consequences of demographic changes in

industrial countries, the assumptions of exogenous fertility and mortality are quite rea-

sonable. The economic effects of demographic changes in developing countries which are

in an early stage of demographic transition are likely to be quite different from those of

industrial countries, and will not be examined in this paper. (See the last paragraph of the

Conclusion for a suggested model more appropriate in studying the impact of demographic

changes in developing countries.)
7Note that the assumption that all births occur at age Tf is the simplest way to

represent age-specific fertility rates. We use the mean age of childbearing to choose Tf .
8See, for example, Keyfitz and Caswell (2005) for more detailed discussion about stable

population.
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of births (such that B (t) = B (0) ent). It can be shown from (2) and (3) that

n is given by:

n =
1

Tf
log

∙
l (Tf)TFR

2.05

¸
. (4)

Based on the birth and death histories of different cohorts, the current

population is obtained by aggregating surviving individuals of different ages

as follows:

P (t) =

Z t

t−Ω
B (s) l (t− s) ds

=

Z t

t−Ω
B (t) e−n(t−s)l (t− s) ds = B (t)

Z Ω

0

e−nxl (x) dx. (5)

Since the term
R Ω

0
e−nxl (x) dx in (5) is independent of time t, we conclude

that the population grows at the same rate as that of the number of birth.

Labor supply at any age is assumed to be exogenous and either zero or

full time (which is normalized to 1). Therefore, its level is given by

N (s, s+ x) =

½
1 if Tw ≤ x ≤ Tr
0 otherwise

, (6)

where N (s, v) is the labor supply of a cohort s individual at time v. Similar

to (5), aggregate labor supply N (t) is given by

N (t) =

Z t

t−Ω
B (s) l (t− s)N (s, t) ds = B (t)

Z Tr

Tw

e−nxl (x) dx, (7)

and it grows at the same rate (i.e., n) as the population.

Except for the age-specific mortality rates, the presence of childhood years

and the specification of labor supply during working and retirement years,

the other aspects of the Blanchard (1985) model are retained in the following

analysis. Specifically, it is assumed that an individual begins her adult life

without financial assets or liabilities, and she cannot leave any debt at her

death. As a result,

Z (s, s+ Tw) = 0; Z (s, s+ Ω) ≥ 0, (8)

where Z (s, v) is the financial wealth of a cohort s individual at time v.

We now examine an individual’s consumption decision. To focus purely

on the saving-for-retirement motive, we follow Blanchard (1985) and d’Albis

(2007) to assume that individuals have no bequest motive. An individual
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born at time s chooses {C (s, v)}s+Ωt , at time t (where s+ Tw ≤ t ≤ s+ Ω),

to maximizeZ s+Ω

t

e−ρ(v−t)
l (v − s)
l (t− s) λ (v − s)

"
C (s, v)

1− 1
σ − 1

1− 1
σ

#
dv, (9)

subject to the flow budget constraint

∂Z (s, v)

∂v
= [r (v) + μ (v − s)]Z (s, v) + w (v)N (s, v)− C (s, v)λ (v − s) ,

(10)

and the terminal conditions in (8), where ρ is the discount rate, σ is the

intertemporal elasticity of substitution, C (s, v) is consumption of a cohort

s individual at time v, r (v) is the real interest rate at v, w (v) is the real

wage rate at v, and λ (x) is the number of equivalent adult consumers in the

household (when the parent is of age x), which is given by

λ (x) =

(
1 if Tw ≤ x ≤ Tf or Tf + Tw ≤ x ≤ Ω

1 + θβ
l(x−Tf)
l(x)/l(Tf)

if Tf ≤ x ≤ Tf + Tw . (11)

Parameter θ ∈ [0, 1) is related to the consumption needs of children relative
to those of adults, as will be discussed below.

Compared with Blanchard (1985), we incorporate more realistic demo-

graphic elements into (9) to (11) of the OLG model. The interpretation of

these equations is as follows. Regarding the individual’s opportunities, the

budget constraint (10) assumes the presence of an actuarially-fair annuity

(Yaari, 1965). With the annuity contract, even though there is uncertainty

in lifetime (and thus, in future labor income if the individual is working) at

the individual level, the uncertainty has no effect at the aggregate level.

On the preference side, an individual’s lifetime satisfaction is given by the

present discounted value of a stream of utilities, where the instantaneous util-

ity function is of the constant-intertemporal-elasticity-of-substitution (CIES)

form. The objective function in (9) is weighted by the conditional probability

of survival at different ages,
l(v−s)
l(t−s) . Moreover, the presence of the term λ (x)

captures the different consumption needs of the parent (the decision-maker)

over the life cycle. Unlike Cutler et al. (1990), in this paper we do not

emphasize the consumption needs (such as health expenses) of the elderly

and assume that the consumption needs of an elderly and a worker are the

same. On the other hand, we emphasize the well-known fact (see Cutler et

al. (1990), for example) that the consumption needs of children are less than

those of adults (i.e., θ < 1). The relatively unfamiliar term
l(x−Tf)
l(x)/l(Tf)

in (11)
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is the ratio of the conditional probability of survival of a child from birth to

age x−Tf to the conditional probability of survival of her parent from age Tf
to x. It is introduced to ensure the accounting consistency of the economy,

and can be interpreted as an extension of the Yaari’s actuarially-fair financial

contract.9

It can be shown that along the optimal consumption path,

∂C (s, v)

∂v
= σ [r (v)− ρ]C (s, v) . (12)

We close the model by assuming the standard neoclassical production

function with exogenous labor-augmenting technological progress in a closed

economy. The production function is given by10

Y (t) = F (K (t) , A (t)N (t)) , (13)

where Y (t), K (t), N (t) and A (t) represent, respectively, output, capital

input, labor input and technological level at time t. Technological progress

is represented by

A (t) = A (0) egt, (14)

where g is the rate of technological progress. Capital accumulates according

to
dK (t)

dt
= Y (t)− C (t)− δK (t) , (15)

where δ is the depreciation rate.

9This specification is introduced to deal with the additional complication when depen-

dent children are introduced into a model with uncertain lifetime. While the (sad) event

that a parent survives but her child does not can easily be handled in this model, the

(equally sad) event that a child survives but her parent does not is less straightforward.

In reality, the orphans are usually taken care of by their relatives, some altruistic families

or the orphanages. Since modelling these mechanisms carefully is not the main objective

of this paper, a simple specification is to extend Yaari’s (1965) idea in this context and

assume the presence of a risk-sharing mechanism such that the orphans will be adopted

by other surviving parents of the same age as the parents who died. This gives rise to the

term
l(x−Tf )
l(x)/l(Tf )

in (11). Note that this term does not have a major effect on the computa-

tional results, because both l (x− Tf ) and l (x) /l (Tf ) are numerically close to 1 for the
survival function of USA in recent years.
10It is assumed that the production function exhibits positive and diminishing marginal

products to each input, constant returns to scale, and satisfies Inada conditions (i.e.,

marginal product of capital tends to infinity when capital stock tends to zero, and marginal

product of capital tends to zero when capital stock tends to infinity.)
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3 Steady-state equilibrium

Define a variable per unit of effective labor as the variable divided byAN , and

denote it in lower case letter (e.g., y (t) =
Y (t)

A(t)N(t)
). With this transformation,

the production function in intensive form is given by

y (t) = F

µ
K (t)

A (t)N (t)
, 1

¶
≡ f (k (t)) , (16)

where f 0 (k) > 0, f 00 (k) < 0, limk→0 f 0 (k) = ∞ and limk→∞ f 0 (k) = 0.

Moreover, (7), (14) (15) and (16) lead to11

dk (t)

dt
= f (k (t))− c (t)− (δ + g + n) k (t) . (17)

3.1 Characterization of the steady-state equilibrium

We consider the steady-state equilibrium (also known as the balanced-growth

equilibrium) of the economy. Denote a variable at the steady-state equilib-

rium with a * (e.g., k∗ is the steady-state value of capital per unit of effective
labor). The steady-state equilibrium is defined by

dk(t)

dt
= 0 in (17); that is,

f (k∗)− c∗ − (δ + g + n) k∗ = 0. (17a)

Furthermore, the competitively-determined interest rate and wage rate at

the steady-state equilibrium are given by

r∗ (t) = f 0 (k∗)− δ ≡ r∗, (18)

and

w∗ (t) = A (t) [f (k∗)− k∗f 0 (k∗)] ≡ A (t)w∗. (19)

We express c∗ (consumption per unit of effective labor) in terms of k∗

(capital per unit of effective labor), so that we can use (17a) to solve k∗.
Following Lau (2009), it can be shown that c∗ can be expressed as

c∗ =
C∗ (t)

A (t)N (t)

= w∗
Ã R Tr

Tw
e−(r

∗−g)xl (x) dxR Ω

Tw
e−(r∗−g∗c )xl (x)λ (x) dx

!ÃR Ω

Tw
e−(g+n−g

∗
c )xl (x)λ (x) dxR Tr

Tw
e−nxl (x) dx

!
, (20)

11Following d’Albis (2007) and Lau (2009), it is assumed that δ + g + n > 0. Gan

and Lau (2010, footnote 4) point out that this assumption implies a positive steady-state

aggregate saving rate.
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where

g∗c = σ (r∗ − ρ) (21)

is the steady-state growth rate of an individual cohort’s consumption. The

ratio

R Tr
Tw

e−(r
∗−g)xl(x)dxR Ω

Tw
e−(r

∗−g∗c )xl(x)λ(x)dx
in (20) comes from individual cohort’s intertem-

poral summation, and these two integrals represent longitudinal constraints.

The other two integrals in (20) are cross-sectional constraints, corresponding

to summation (of consumption and labor input, respectively) across different

cohorts at a particular time.12

Equating asset holdings with capital stock, it can be shown that at the

steady-state equilibrium,

k∗ =
w∗

r∗ − g − n

"Ã R Tr
Tw
e−(r

∗−g)xl (x) dxR Ω

Tw
e−(r∗−g∗c )xl (x)λ (x) dx

!ÃR Ω

Tw
e−(g+n−g

∗
c )xl (x)λ (x) dxR Tr

Tw
e−nxl (x) dx

!
− 1
#
.

(22)

Note that r∗, w∗ and g∗c depend on k
∗ only, according to (18), (19) and (21).

Once k∗ is determined from (22), other variables (such as y∗ and c∗) at the
steady-state equilibrium can be obtained.

3.2 Existence and uniqueness of the steady-state equi-

librium

Proposition 1 gives the sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness

of the steady-state equilibrium of the OLG model with childhood, working

and retirement stages. The proof of Proposition 1, which is modified from

Gan and Lau (2010), is given in an Appendix available upon request.

Proposition 1 For the OLG model with CIES utility function, age-specific

mortality rates, childhood and retirement years, and assumption δ+g+n > 0,

the steady-state equilibrium (with k∗ > 0) exists and is unique when σ ≥ 1,
if

f (k)− kf 0 (k) + k2f 00 (k) ≥ 0 (23)

for all k ∈ (0,∞), and
lim
k→0

[−kf 00 (k)] > 0. (24)

12Each of the cross-sectional terms involves n, since total population increases at this

rate. On the other hand, each of the longitudinal terms involves r∗, which is relevant in
the lifetime budget constraint. Note that while in general current consumption depends

on a time path of future interest rate because of the lifetime budget constraint, future

interest rate is the same as current rate (= r∗) at the steady-state equilibrium. The

use of stationarity to cut the Gordian knot of overlapping-generations models has been

mentioned in Samuelson’s (1958) seminal work.
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When σ < 1, the steady-state equilibrium (with k∗ > 0) exists and is

unique if (23) and (24) are satisfied, and

[σh (−σu+ g + n+ σρ) + (1− σ)h ((1− σ)u+ σρ)− hr (u− g)]

− [h ((1− σ) (g + n) + σρ)− hr (n)] (25)

≤ 0 for all u ∈ (−δ, g + n) but ≥ 0 for all u ∈ (g + n,∞), where h (u) =R Ω
Tw

xe−uxl(x)λ(x)dxR Ω
Tw

e−uxl(x)λ(x)dx
and hr (u) =

R Tr
Tw

xe−uxl(x)dxR Tr
Tw

e−uxl(x)dx
.

3.3 A special case: The OLG model without the child-

hood stage

As mentioned in the Introduction, we agree with Bommier and Lee (2003)

that in general it is better to study the economic consequences of demo-

graphic changes in an OLG model with childhood, working and retirement

stages. However, for some questions (such as how mortality changes affect

the retirement age), the childhood stage may be less important, and it is

simpler to work with a model starting with the adult stage. It turns out that

the general model in this paper is related to the OLG model without the

childhood stage in the literature. Specifically, it can be shown that the equi-

librium of the OLG model used in d’Albis (2007) and Lau (2009) is a special

case of the equilibrium of the continuous-time three-stage model when θ = 0

(i.e., when the children’s consumption need is insignificant and goes to zero).

When θ = 0, it is easy to observe from (11) that

λ (x) = 1 (26)

for all Tw ≤ x ≤ Ω. Denote adult age as

ex = x− Tw, (27)

and define the survival probability based on adult age as:

el (ex) = l (ex+ Tw)
l (Tw)

. (28)

In this case, it can be shown that (20) is equivalent to:

c∗ = w∗
ÃR Tr−Tw

0
e−(r

∗−g)(ex+Tw)l (Tw)el (ex) dexR Ω−Tw
0

e−(r∗−g∗c )(ex+Tw)l (Tw)el (ex) dex
!ÃR Ω−Tw

0
e−(g+n−g

∗
c )(ex+Tw)l (Tw)el (ex) dexR Tr−Tw

0
e−n(ex+Tw)l (Tw)el (ex) dex

!
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= w∗

⎛⎝ R fTr0 e−(r
∗−g)exel (ex) dexR eΩ

0
e−(r∗−g∗c )exel (ex) dex

⎞⎠⎛⎝R eΩ0 e−(g+n−g∗c )exel (ex) dexR fTr
0
e−nexel (ex) dex

⎞⎠ , (29)

where

eTr = Tr − Tw, (27a)

and

eΩ = Ω− Tw. (27b)

Note that (29) is essentially the same as (17) in d’Albis (2007) and (21) in

Lau (2009).13

4 A pure fertility or mortality change

In many papers investigating the effects of population changes, the demo-

graphic structure is specified in a primitive way. Perhaps because of the

rather simple modelling, there is usually no further differentiation regard-

ing whether the population change is caused by fertility and mortality fac-

tors. A major advantage of the detailed modelling of demographic features

of the continuous-time three-stage OLG model is that we can use a common

framework to analyze both major types of population changes: fertility and

mortality changes.

We assume a Cobb-Douglas production function in the quantitative ex-

ercises in Sections 4 and 5. Its intensive form is given by

y (t) = k (t)
α
, (16a)

where 0 < α < 1. For the parameter values, we follow one of the definition

(“CONS”) used in Cutler et al. (1990) to assume θ = 0.5 and follow Barro

et al. (1995) to assume α = 0.3, δ = 0.05, g = 0.02, σ = 0.5 and ρ = 0.02.

We also assume Tw = 20, Tb = 28, Tr = 65 and Ω = 110, based on stylized

facts of many developed countries. On the other hand, population growth

rate n is determined by various fertility and mortality parameters according

to (4). In the benchmark case, we use the fertility and mortality data of

year 2005 in USA (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2007; Human

13In d’Albis (2007), the discount rate function may be age-varying and g = 0. In Lau

(2009), the Cobb-Douglas production function is used. With a constant discount rate,

Cobb-Douglas production function and g = 0, the three equations become identical.
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Mortality Database, 2008). We then perform experiments by varying fertility

and mortality parameters around their 2005 values.14

4.1 Fertility change and capital accumulation

For the post-war USA, the TFR increases from 1946 to 1964 (the baby-boom

years) and then decreases in the next decade (the baby-bust years). After

reaching a low TFR of 1.74 in 1976, it rebounded and fluctuated between

1.7 to 2.1 for the past three decades. We use the TFR of 2.05 in 2005 as the

benchmark and consider the economic effects of fertility changes within the

range of 1.7 to 2.1. Selected calculations of the demographic and economic

variables are given in Table 1.

The behavior of the demographic variables are expected. When TFR in-

creases (and thus, n increases), the proportion of children increases and the

proportion of elderly decreases. Combining these two effects, it is observed

from Table 1 that the support ratio (ratio of working-age people to equiv-

alent adult consumers), which measures economic dependency due to age

composition of the population, increases when there is an increase in TFR.15

In terms of the economic effects of an increase in TFR, we observe from

Table 1 that aggregate saving rate increases. On the other hand, the steady-

state capital per unit of effective labor decreases. The negative relationship

between TFR and the steady-state capital per unit of effective labor in the

current model is similar to that obtained in the OLG model without the

childhood stage (Figure 6 of Lau, 2009).

4.2 Mortality change and capital accumulation

We now consider the effects of mortality changes. Obviously, there are many

possible mortality change patterns. For example, mortality decline mainly

occurs in infants and children during the early stage of demographic transi-

tion, but it mainly falls on older ages during the maturing stage. In this paper

we focus on industrial countries nowadays, and use the survival function of

USA in 2005 (see Figure 1) as the benchmark case.

Our next step is to relate mortality changes to changes in life expectancy.

Moreover, we want to restrict our analysis to the mortality changes in which

there is a one-to-one correspondence between change in mortality pattern and

change in life expectancy. In the literature, this one-to-one correspondence

14For each of the experiments performed in this paper, it has been checked that the

steady-state equilibrium exists and is unique.
15Note that there are different possible definitions for the support ratio (see, for example,

Cutler et al., 1990) and the above definition is just one of them.
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can be conveniently modelled by constant additive change or constant mul-

tiplicative change models. Unfortunately, neither form of these age-neutral

mortality changes is empirically very accurate.

In this paper, we use a semi-parametric method to achieve the one-to-one

relationship between the change in life expectancy and mortality change. It

is based on an interpolation in the spirit of the widely-applied Lee-Carter

(1992) method in population forecasting.16 The method makes use of the life

table information at two points of time, and assume that further changes in

mortality can be well-approximated by a linear combination of the logarithm

of age-specific mortality rates at these two points of time. According to this

method,

log [μ (x, i)] = a (x) + ib (x) , (30)

where a (x) is the natural log of age-specific mortality rate at age x at the

most recent year (taken to be 2005 here), b (x) is the difference of log age-

specific mortality rate at age x at the most recent year and that at an initial

year (taken to be 1980 here),17 and i is an index of the mortality level.

The life expectancy at birth in USA increases monotonically during the

post-war years, and it is expected to increase further in the coming years.

However, there are heated debates about the speed of improvement and about

whether there is a limit on life expectancy improvement (see, for example,

Oeppen and Vaupel, 2002). We consider the possibility of longevity im-

provement up to age 85, and for the sake of completeness, we start the life

expectancy at age 75 to allow for a possible longevity deterioration from its

2005 level.

Since index i is continuous, different values of i correspond to different

values of the mortality schedule μ (x, i) in (30). The life expectancy at a

particular value of i is given by

LE (i) =

Z Ω

0

e−
R q
0
μ(x,i)dxdq. (31)

We start with an arbitrary value of life expectancy between 75 and 85, and

then search for the value of index i according to (30) and (31). We then

obtain the synthetic survival schedule and use it in the OLG model.

16Since we only aim to obtain life expectancy from mortality change based on recent

data and do not focus on forecasting, the stochastic component of the Lee-Carter method

is not modelled. I am grateful to Ron Lee for his suggestion.
17We have tried other initial years, and found similar results for the synthetic survival

schedules. Note also that it can be seen from (30) that i = 0 refers to the mortality

schedule at 2005 and i = −1 refers to that at 1980. The age-specific mortality schedules
of USA at 1980 and 2005 are shown in Figure 2.
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The effects of a longevity improvement on demographic and economic

variables are given in Table 2. When life expectancy increases, the proportion

of children decreases and the proportion of elderly increases. It turns out that

the combined effect leads to a fall in the support ratio. Moreover, aggregate

saving rate increases.18 It can be concluded fromTable 2 that the relationship

between life expectancy and the steady-state capital per unit of effective labor

is positive, in contrast to the negative relationship between TFR and capital

accumulation in Table 1.

4.3 Decomposing the impact of a demographic change

In Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we find that a rise in TFR and in life expectancy,

while both contributing to an increase in the population growth rate, have

opposite effects on capital accumulation.19 This section aims to provide an

explanation to these patterns. It is useful to rewrite the equilibrium condition

(22) as

f (k∗)− w∗
Ã R Tr

Tw
e−(r

∗−g)xl (x) dxR Ω

Tw
e−(r∗−g∗c )xl (x)λ (x) dx

!ÃR Ω

Tw
e−(g+n−g

∗
c )xl (x)λ (x) dxR Tr

Tw
e−nxl (x) dx

!

= (δ + g + n) k∗. (22a)

Equation (22a) has an interpretation similar to that of the neoclassical growth

model (Solow, 1956; Cass, 1965), with the actual investment per unit of ef-

fective labor on the left-hand side and the break-even investment per unit of

effective labor on the right-hand side. Guided by this interpretation, we de-

compose the economic consequences of demographic changes into the capital

dilution and aggregate saving effects.

Consider the benchmark case with TFR of 2.05 and life expectancy of

77.9 years (corresponding to the column in bold in either Table 1 or Table

2). The left-hand side of (22) is represented by the concave curve s∗f (k) in
Figure 4, where the equilibrium aggregate saving rate s∗ = 20.58% for the

benchmark case.20 The right-hand side of (22) is represented by the straight

line (δ + g + n) k, where n = −0.074%. The intersection of the two curves
18This result is consistent with the positive relationship between life expectancy and

aggregate saving rate estimated by Li et al. (2007).
19We have performed sensitivity analysis and found that these results are robust with

respect to changes in the parameters. In particular, these results continue to hold for

different values of θ between 0 and 1. To save space, these results are not presented.
20Note that Figure 4 adopts the graphical approach of the Solow model, but unlikely

that model, the aggregate saving rate in our analysis is not constant when a fertility or

mortality change leads to a change in the population growth rate.
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gives the steady-state equilibrium of the OLG model, denoted by point E in

Figure 4.

We consider a fertility change and a mortality change such that the new

population growth rate is the same. Specifically, we consider a change of TFR

from 2.05 to 2.064 (with life expectancy unchanged at 77.9) and a change

of life expectancy from 77.9 to 81 (with TFR unchanged at 2.05). The first

change is reported in the column in italics in Table 1, and the second change

in the column in italics in Table 2. In each case, the population growth

rate increases from n = −0.074% to n0 = −0.050%. Both of these changes
are represented as an anti-clockwise rotation of the break-even investment

line to (δ + g + n0) k in Figure 4. As is well known in the economic growth
literature, the increase in population growth leads to a smaller capital per

unit of effective labor (at the new equilibrium Es) if there is no change in

the aggregate saving rate, as in the Solow model. This is called the capital

dilution effect. However, in general, aggregate saving does not remain un-

changed with a demographic change. For the OLG model used in this paper,

both individual saving behavior and the age structure are affected. These

two changes give rise to the aggregate saving effect. As observed in Tables

1 and 2, aggregate saving rate increases slightly from 20.58% to 20.61% for

the fertility change, but it rises substantially from 20.58% to 21.58% for the

mortality change. For the fertility change, the rather small increase in ag-

gregate saving leads to the result that the capital dilution effect dominates

the aggregate saving effect. As a result, the steady-state capital per unit

of effective labor decreases from k∗ to k∗F (at the new equilibrium EF ). On

the other hand, for the mortality change, the much larger increase in aggre-

gate saving leads to the result that the aggregate saving effect dominates the

capital dilution effect and the steady-state capital per unit of effective labor

increases from k∗ to k∗M (at the new equilibrium EM).
21

Why does the aggregate saving rate increase more for the mortality change

than for the fertility change in Figure 4? It is useful to understand these

effects by looking at individual’s life-cycle saving behavior and the age com-

position of the population. For the fertility increase (i.e., a rise in TFR),

individual saving is reduced (because each adult has more children and thus

the household consumption expenditure increases). A look at the demo-

graphic structure suggests that the support ratio increases. The net result of

these opposing effects due to individual saving and age structure turns out

to be a small increase in aggregate saving, which further leads to an overall

21For the sake of completeness, we also label ER as the new equilibrium of the Ramsey

model when there is a rise in population growth rate. (In this case, the shift of the actual

investment schedule is not shown.)
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negative effect on capital accumulation.

The mortality decline (i.e., an increase in life expectancy) in industrial

countries occurs mainly on older ages, instead of the young and working ages.

As a result, the support ratio decreases. On the other hand, in response to a

higher proportion of the lifetime expected to be in the post-retirement years,

the increase in individual saving is quite substantial. Since the increase due to

individual saving effect is stronger than the decrease through age-composition

effect, the rise in aggregate saving is quite significant, leading to an overall

positive effect on capital accumulation.22

5 Simultaneous fertility andmortality decline

In Section 4, we consider the impact of a fertility or mortality change sepa-

rately, and obtain sharply different results: a fertility increase affects capital

accumulation negatively and a longevity increase affects it positively. In real-

ity, however, both fertility and mortality variables change, and they are also

expected to change in the future. According to the medium variant of the

2008 World Population Prospects published by the United Nations (2008),

the TFR of USA is forecast to decline from 2.09 in 2005-2010 to 1.85 in 2025-

2030 and to remain at that level up to 2045-2050, while life expectancy at

birth (for men and women combined) is forecast to rise gradually from 79.2

in 2005-2010 to 83.3 in 2045-2050.

We now use the continuous-time OLG model with realistic demography

to consider simultaneous fertility and mortality changes, which are empiri-

cally more relevant than a pure fertility or mortality change. We examine a

particular kind of simultaneous fertility and mortality changes such that the

resulting population growth rate is constant. An important reason for con-

sidering this particular kind of population changes is to determine whether

the effect on capital accumulation of a fertility change or that of a mortality

change is more significant, when the magnitudes of these two changes are

not chosen arbitrarily but are related in a particular way.23 Even though

22This point is closely related to Mason and Lee (2006), who argue that when indi-

viduals anticipate a longer lifetime (and a larger proportion of time spent on retirement)

in the future and save more accordingly, there will be a beneficial effect on aggregate

output through capital accumulation. They call it the second demographic dividend, to

distinguish it from the first demographic dividend which is caused by the changes in age

structure (Bloom and Williamson, 1998).
23Boucekkine et al. (2002, p. 356) mention that this type of population changes is

relevant to industrial countries. Note also that in terms of Figure 4, the break-even

investment line remains unchanged for this particular change. As a result, steady-state

capital will increase if aggregate saving rate rises, and vice versa.
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we can easily extend the analysis to consider other kinds of simultaneous

fertility and mortality changes, we stay focused by only analyzing one kind

of combined fertility and mortality changes in this section.

According to the medium variant of the 2008World Population Prospects,

the population growth rate of USA is forecast to be 0.36% in 2045-2050. We

use this figure as the constant population growth rate in the steady state, but

allow the TFR and life expectancy to vary. Similar to the analysis in Section

4.2, we consider life expectancy at birth ranging from 75 to 85. The TFR is

determined according to (4), with n remaining constant at 0.36%. The values

of various economic and demographic variables are presented in Table 3. An

important observation of Table 3 is that the decrease in TFR corresponding

to the increase in life expectancy in the interval 75 to 85 is quite small. As

a result, the behavior of various variables are similar to those in Table 2.

In particular, the relation between longevity increase (with a corresponding

decrease in TFR to keep n constant) and capital accumulation is positive.

To see whether the results in Table 3 are sensitive to the choice of the pop-

ulation growth rate, we also consider the low variant of the United Nations

(2008) forecast. For the low variant of the forecast, the population growth

rate of USA is predicted to be -0.07% in 2045-2050. We repeat the analysis

above, except that n = −0.07%. The results are presented in Table 4, and it
can be seen that the implied TFRs are closer the level in recent years. The

behavior of various variables are similar to those in Table 3. Based on Tables

3 and 4 as well as other unreported results, we conclude that the relation

between longevity increase (with a corresponding decrease in fertility to keep

n constant) and capital accumulation is positive, and this result is robust

with different values of n.

6 Conclusion

Bommier and Lee (2003) point out that many OLG models only assume

working and retirement stages and are not capable of representing the hu-

man economic life cycle. In response to this criticism, this paper develops a

continuous-time OLGmodel with more realistic demographic features of age-

specific mortality rates, childhood and retirement years. After examining the

existence and uniqueness of the steady-state equilibrium, we use the model to

examine economic consequences of fertility and mortality changes in indus-

trial countries. Two sets of exercises are conducted. First, we look at a pure

fertility or mortality change in order to deliver sharp results, and find that a

fertility increase has a negative effect on capital accumulation but a mortality

decline has a positive effect on capital accumulation. Second, we examine the
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effect of simultaneous fertility and mortality decline, which are empirically

more relevant. We find that when the fertility decline and longevity increase

are such that the resulting population growth rate is constant, the effect on

capital accumulation of a longevity increase is more significant. Both sets of

results suggest that, for the types of fertility and mortality changes relevant

to industrial countries, the economic impact of mortality changes is likely to

be more important than that of fertility changes.

In developing the OLG model to analyze the impact of fertility and/or

mortality changes, we follow the literature to keep most aspects of the model

similar to those in existing papers. In particular, retirement age is assumed

to be fixed. While an unchanged retirement age seems to be a reasonable

assumption for industrial countries in the last fifty years or so, it is quite

puzzling why the retirement age remains relatively unchanged when there

is a huge improvement in longevity.24 Moreover, it may significantly affect

the life-cycle saving behavior when longevity improvement falls mainly on

older ages when most people retire. One possible extension in the future

is to see what factors affect the retirement decision, and to see whether the

magnitude of the aggregate saving changes in response to mortality decline is

substantially affected when retirement decision is endogenous. In particular,

Gruber and Wise (1998), among others, argue that labor force participa-

tion at old age is strongly affected by the provisions of the publicly-funded

pension scheme. It would be interesting to study the effects of longevity

improvement on individual retirement decision and aggregate saving under

different institutional arrangements of the social security program.25

Another extension is to consider developing countries which are in an

early stage of demographic transition. In this case, it is helpful to relax

the assumption of exogenous fertility. One possibility is to consider fertility

changes in response to mortality decline (as in Kalemli-Ozcan, 2003; Soares,

24A conventional wisdom is that mortality decline leads to a delay in retirement age,

since people need to work longer to accumulate enough wealth for the longer expected

length of post-retirement years. However, Kalemli-Ozcan and Weil (2010), and d’Albis

et al. (2012) recently suggest counter-intuitive results that mortality decline can lead to

earlier retirement under some conditions. The puzzle has not been resolved.
25Some of these issues have been studied in the endogenous retirement models in Heijdra

and Romp (2009) and Zhang and Zhang (2009). However, Zhang and Zhang (2009)

consider a three-period (of equal length) OLG model, which is useful to give economic

insight but is less appropriate for quantitative issues. On the other hand, Heijdra and

Romp (2009) consider a small open economy OLG model with interest rate determined

exogenously in the world market, effectively eliminating the general-equilibrium effect

from changing saving behavior and capital accumulation. It is interesting to compare

the results obtained in the open-economy model in Heijdra and Romp (2009) and the

endogenous retirement version of the closed-economy model used in this paper.
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2005) when they fall mainly on children and youth in developing countries.

Endogenizing fertility choice not only may provide methodological contri-

bution to the research on economic-demographic nexus, but also lead to a

better understanding of many developing countries with relatively high but

declining fertility rates.
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Figure 3: Time Line of Various Activities
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Figure 4: Capital Dilution and Aggregate Saving Effects



 
Table 1: Fertility Changes and Capital Accumulation 

 
 

Total Fertility Rate 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.05 2.064 2.1 
 

n  (%) 
 

Persons Aged 0-19 (%) 

 
-0.743 

 
19.77 

 
-0.539 

 
21.22 

 
-0.346 

 
22.65 

 
-0.163 

 
24.04 

 
-0.074 

 
24.72 

 
-0.050 

 
24.91 

 
0.012 

 
25.39 

        
Persons Aged 65-110 (%) 

 
26.28 24.61 23.07 21.66 21.00 20.82 20.37 

Support Ratio (%) 59.87 60.60 61.21 61.72 61.93 61.99 62.13 
        
Aggregate Saving Rate (%) 

 
19.63 19.93 20.21 20.46 20.58 20.61 20.70 

*k  
 

5.123 4.999 4.888 4.786 4.739 4.727 4.694 

 
Note: Support ratio = working-age population divided by equivalent adult consumers. The 
underlined cells (resp. cells not underlined) mean that the corresponding variable is decreasing 
(resp. increasing) in TFR. The survival function of USA in 2005 is used in all these cases. 

 
 

 
Table 2: Mortality Changes and Capital Accumulation 

 
 

Life Expectancy  75 77 77.9 79 81 83 85 
 

n  (%) 
 

Persons Aged 0-19 (%) 

 
-0.107 

 
25.30 

 
-0.083 

 
24.90 

 
-0.074 

 
24.72 

 
-0.065 

 
24.48 

 
-0.050 

 
24.03 

 
-0.038 

 
23.57 

 
-0.029 

 
23.11 

        
Persons Aged 65-110 (%) 

 
19.13 20.42 21.00 21.75 23.12 24.50 25.88 

Support Ratio (%) 63.62 62.46 61.93 61.27 60.07 58.87 57.67 
        
Aggregate Saving Rate (%) 

 
19.72 20.31 20.58 20.93 21.58 22.25 22.95 

*k  
 

4.488 4.659 4.739 4.844 5.044 5.259 5.487 

 
Note: Support ratio = working-age population divided by equivalent adult consumers. The 
underlined cells (resp. cells not underlined) mean that the corresponding variable is decreasing 
(resp. increasing) in life expectancy. TFR = 2.05 in all these cases.  



 
Table 3: Simultaneous Fertility and Mortality Changes 

 
 

Life Expectancy  
 

TFR 
 

75 
 

2.34 

77 
 

2.32 

79 
 

2.31 

81 
 

2.30 

83 
 

2.292 

85 
 

2.286 

       
n  (%) 

 
0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 

Support Ratio (%) 64.21 63.20 62.16 61.10 60.03 58.96 
       
Aggregate Saving Rate (%) 

 
20.40 20.92 21.48 22.07 22.68 23.33 

*k  
 

4.290 4.448 4.618 4.800 4.993 5.197 

 
Note: Support ratio = working-age population divided by equivalent adult consumers. 
The underlined cells (resp. cells not underlined) mean that the corresponding variable is 
decreasing (resp. non-decreasing) across the row. 
 
 
 

Table 4: Simultaneous Fertility and Mortality Changes (with = -0.07%) n
 
 

Life Expectancy  
 

TFR 
 

75 
 

2.07 

77 
 

2.06 

79 
 

2.05 

81 
 

2.04 

83 
 

2.032 

85 
 

2.027 

       
n  (%) 

 
-0.07 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 -0.07 

Support Ratio (%) 63.68 62.49 61.26 60.01 58.76 57.51 
       

Aggregate Saving Rate (%) 
 

19.77 20.33 20.92 21.55 22.22 22.91 

*k  
 

4.472 4.652 4.847 5.057 5.281 5.519 

 
Note: Support ratio = working-age population divided by equivalent adult consumers. 
The underlined cells (resp. cells not underlined) mean that the corresponding variable is 
decreasing (resp. non-decreasing) across the row. 
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